City Planning Adjectives Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
5. produced or made
6. related to factories and production
7. given acknowledgement or credit for something
12. areas where people live
13. poor, crowded areas usually lacking city services
15. changed
16. returned to an earlier, better condition
17. too many people too close together
18. areas for (or related to) business and stores
20. suitable or fit for its purpose
23. related to cities
24. related to banking and money exchange
25. planned to be done at a certain time
26. continuing

Down
1. turned around
2. forbidden
3. controlled or guided by rules
4. unavoidable
7. designed to work together
8. varied, with lots of different types of people or things
9. not enough
10. encouraged or pushed forward
11. related to a major or dominant city
14. in the area, nearby
19. not too expensive to do— it can be paid for
21. before, or what happened before
22. made better
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